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IMPORTANT 
 

The health information contained herein is not meant as a substitute for advice from your 
physician, or other health professional. The following material is intended for general interest 
only; and it should not be used to diagnose, treat, or cure any condition whatever. If you are 

concerned about any health issue, symptom, or other indication, you should consult your 
regular physician, or other health professional. Consequently, the Author cannot accept 

responsibility for any individual who misuses the information contained in this material. Thus, 
the reader is solely responsible for all of the health information contained herein. However, 

every effort is made to ensure that the information in this material is accurate; but, the Author 
is not liable for any errors in content or presentation which may appear herein. 
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General Colour Symbolism 
 
 

General Colour Symbolism 

Colour Meaning 

White Purity, truth, sincerity 

Red Strength, health, vigour, sexual love 

Pink Honour, love, morality 

Orange Encouragement, adaptability, stimulation, attraction 

Gold-yellow Attraction, persuasion, charm, confidence 

Greenish-yellow Sickness, cowardice, anger, jealousy, discord 

Green Finance, fertility, luck 

Light-blue Tranquillity, understanding, patience, health 

Dark-blue Impulsiveness, depression, changeability 

Purple Tension, ambition, business progress, power 

Silver/grey Cancellation, neutrality, stalemate 

Brown Hesitation, uncertainty, neutrality 

Black Evil, loss, discord, confusion 

 
 
General Colour Correspondences 
 
 

General Colour Correspondences 

 

(for use with procedures, candles, and visualisations, etc) 

Black 
Total concentration, impenetrability, protection, immovability, firm and 

sombre resolve, absence of light 

Black and White 
Combination 

The cabbalistic colours of knowledge, black representing understanding 
because it absorbs all light; and white representing the quintessence of 

divine light 

Blue 
Peace, serenity, relaxation, honesty, fidelity, understanding, 

introspection, concentration, patience 

Blue-Violet, Indigo Spiritual reflection, meditation, intuition 

Brown 
The earth powers, strength rooted in the earth, a simple lifestyle, 

security, stubborn strength 

Gold Radiance, charisma, attractiveness, expansiveness, wealth, money 

Green 

Nature, the freedom of nature, youth, growth, fertility, resilience, 
regeneration, adaption, physical and emotional healing, opportunity, 
prosperity, money, financial security, comfort, the druidic colour of 

knowledge 

Light-Blue Sincerity, loyalty, devotion 

Orange 
Warmth, energy, vitality, focused energy, action directed by intellect, 

unity of mind and body, persuasion, endurance 

Pink, Rose Affection, warm feelings, feeling good, well-being 
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General Colour Correspondences 

 

(for use with procedures, candles, and visualisations, etc) 

Purple, Violet 
Spirituality, psychic power, inspiration, dignity, authority, high stations in 

life, nobility, generosity 

Red 
Energy, vital force, enthusiasm, activity, impulse, immediate action, 
human love, passion, sexuality, eroticism, conception, child-bearing, 

child-birth 

Red-Violet Ambition, noble actions 

Silver Charm, mystique, purity, of understanding 

White 

Purification, purity of intentions, psychic energy, spiritual strength, 
purified emotions and absence of negative feelings, unity and harmony 
(remember all the colours of the universe, when combined, form white), 

universal life force energy 

Yellow 
Happiness, cheer, hopefulness, intellect, alertness, wit, wisdom, 

science, confidence, communication 

 
 
Candle Colour Correspondences 
 
 

Candle Colour Correspondences 

Colour Meaning 

White 

Purification, purity of intentions, psychic energy, spiritual strength, 
purified emotions and absence of negative feelings, unity and harmony 
(remember all the colours of the universe, when combined, form white), 

universal life force energy (ulfe) 

Red 
Energy, vital force, enthusiasm, activity, impulse, immediate action, 
human love, passion, sexuality, eroticism, conception, child-bearing, 

child-birth 

Red-violet Ambition, noble actions 

Pink, rose Affection, warm feelings, feeling good, well-being 

Orange 
Warmth, energy, vitality, focused energy, action directed by intellect, 

unity of mind and body, persuasion, endurance 

Yellow 
Happiness, cheer, hopefulness, intellect, alertness, wit, wisdom, 

science, confidence, communication 

Green 

Nature, the freedom of nature, youth, growth, fertility, resilience, 
regeneration, adaption, physical and emotional healing, opportunity, 
prosperity, money, financial security, comfort, the druidic colour of 

knowledge 

Blue 
Peace, serenity, relaxation, honesty, fidelity, understanding, 

introspection, concentration, patience 

Light-blue Sincerity, loyalty, devotion 

Blue-violet, indigo Spiritual reflection, meditation, intuition 

Purple, violet 
Spirituality, psychic power, inspiration, dignity, authority, high stations in 

life, nobility, generosity 

Gold Radiance, charisma, attractiveness, expansiveness, wealth, money 

Silver Charm, mystique, purity, of understanding 
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Candle Colour Correspondences 

Colour Meaning 

  

Black and white 
combination 

The cabbalistic colours of knowledge, black representing understanding 
because it absorbs all light; and white representing the quintessence of 

divine light 

Black 
Total concentration, impenetrability, protection, immovability, firm and 

sombre resolve, absence of light 

Brown 
The earth powers, strength rooted in the earth, a simple lifestyle, 

security, stubborn strength 

 
 
Traditional Colours and Days of The Week 
 
 

Traditional Colours and Days of The Week 

Day Traditional Colour 

Sunday Yellow 

Monday White 

Tuesday Red 

Wednesday Purple 

Thursday Blue 

Friday Green 

Saturday Black 

 
 
Aura Colours (Golden Dawn) 
 
 

Aura Colours (Golden Dawn) 

Colour General Meaning (Golden Dawn) 

Rose Pure affection 

Brilliant Red Anger and force 

Dirty Red Passion and sensuality 

Orange Intellect used for selfish ends, pride, and ambition 

Yellow 

(Purest Lemon) 
The highest type of intellectual activity 

Brown Avarice 
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Aura Colours (Golden Dawn) 

Colour General Meaning (Golden Dawn) 

Green 

This is a colour of varied meaning: 

 

Its root meaning is the placing of one's self in the position of 
another 

 

In its lower aspects it represents deceit and jealousy 

 

In its higher aspects it signifies adaptability 

 

In its very highest aspects, when it takes on the colour of 
bright foliage, it signifies the very essence of thinking for other 

people 

Green 

(Merging Into Yellow) 
This stands for the lower intellectual and critical faculties 

Blue 

This stands for religious feeling and devotion 

 

Its various shades correspond to the various degrees, rising 
from fetishism to the loftiest religious idealism 

Purple 
This represents the psychic faculty, spirituality, regality, 
spiritual power arising from knowledge and esoteric pre-

eminence 

 
 

Aura Colours And Soul-Task 

Colour Meaning 

Red 

Red: passion, strong feelings 

Mixed with rose: love 

Clear red: moving anger 

Dark red: stagnated anger 

Orange-red: sexual passion 

Orange Ambition 

Yellow Intellect 

Green Healing, healer, nurturer 

Blue Teacher, sensitive, sensitivity 

Indigo Moving towards a deeper spiritual awareness 

Violet Deep reality with Spirit awareness 

Black 
Absence of light, or profound forgetting, thwarted ambition,  

ill health (Cancer) 

White Truth, Reality, Balance 

Silver Communication 

Gold 

Connection to higher intelligence 

Altruistic service to life 

Altruistic love 

Lavender Spirit reality 
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Aura Colours And Soul-Task 

Colour Meaning 

Black Velvet Doorways to other realities 

Maroon Moving into one's individual task 

 
 

Aura Colours And Healing 

Colour Meaning 

Red 

Charges the aura 

 

Burning out 

Cancer, warming cold areas 

Balancing the base chakra 

 

(Physical body) 

Orange 

Charges the aura 

 

Increasing sexual potency 

Increasing immunity 

Balancing the sacral chakra 

 

(Lower etheric body) 

Yellow 

Charges the aura 

 

Clearing foggy head 

Balancing the solar plexus chakra 

 

(Higher etheric body) 

Green 

Charges the aura 

 

Balancing, general health 

Balancing the heart chakra 

 

(Lower mental body) 

Blue 

Charges the aura 

Cooling, calming, shielding 

Balancing the throat chakra 

 

(Higher mental body) 

Purple Blue 

Charges the aura 

 

Removing pain when performing deep tissue work, and work on bone cells 

 

Helping expand the client's awareness in order for them to connect to their 
soul task 

 

(All bodies acting as one, complete, existent being) 
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Aura Colours And Healing 

Colour Meaning 

Indigo 

Charges the aura 

Opening third eye, clearing head, and clearing vision 

Balancing the forehead chakra 

 

(Lower mental body) 

Violet 

Aura connecting to consciousness 

Balancing the crown chakra 

 

(Higher mental body) 

White 

Balances and charges the aura 

 

Bringing peace and comfort, removing pain 

Balancing all seven chakras into perfect harmony 

Creation of the white sphere of light around the periphery of the visible 
aura 

 

(All bodies acting as one, complete, existent being) 

Silver 

Strongly purges the aura 

 

Opalescent silver is used to cleanse the band of light around the periphery 
of the visible aura 

 

(All bodies acting as one, complete, existent being) 

Gold 

Charges, restructures, and strengthens the aura 

 

Gold is used to charge and strengthen the sphere of light around the 
periphery of the visible aura 

 

(All bodies acting as one, complete, existent being) 

Lavender 

Strongly purges the aura 

 

Purging, cleansing, and balancing of the aura 

 

(All bodies acting as one, complete, existent being) 

Black Velvet 

Balances the complete aura 

 

Bringing client into a state of grace, silence, and peace with the universal 
life force energy) 

 

(All bodies acting as one, complete, existent being) 

 
--()-- 
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Appendix - Chakra Colour Overview 
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Chakra Colours 

Chakra 
Physical Position 

(vertebrae) 
Colour 

Crown 
Crown of the head 

(n/a) 
Violet 

Forehead 
Centre of forehead 

(1st Cervical) 
Indigo 

Throat 
Middle of throat 

(3rd Cervical) 
Blue 

Heart 
Over heart, centre of body 

(4th Thoracic) 
Green 

Solar Plexus 
Upper abdomen - 3" above naval 

(10th Thoracic) 
Yellow 

Sacral 
Lower abdomen - 3" below naval 

(2nd Lumbar) 
Orange 

Base 

Base of dorsal spine, between anus and 
genitals, bottom of pelvis 

(4th Sacral) 

Red 

 
End 
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